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EDITOR'S PAGE

I
was pleased, and am sure that all who participated'were, with the fine co
operation and team work by the different branches of the department in the gypsy
moth and budworm spraying projects. Landowner and town financial assistance made
the projects possible.
Doc Peirson and his staff need your cooperation in tree observations.
If
trees have been defoliated in your area, note where and how much on your weekly
report.
Last spring I suggested that each member of the department should find out
more about each others work:. This was especially true in the case of fire war
dens and service foresters.
Spend a day getting acquainted with each others
work.
The fire force has had its best season in years to plan and finish up odd
jobs. You should have equipment, trained crews, and everything ready for possible
future trouble.
July and August are visitor's months in Maine. Neat and tidy headquarters
are expected. Grass should be mowed, not only at headquarters but on camp site
areas and around large fire signs. As public employees we need to be courteous,
considerate, and patient at all times.
Building repairs and construction should be carefully planned and approvals
obtained soon for the balance of the year.
I hope each member of the department will take time to review his job and
work out ways of doing it better. We should all analyze our work to see how it
can be more effective in protecting and developing Maine's forests for the bene
fit of ourselves, friends, neighbors, and the welfare of all citizens.

.n.. D. Nutting, Forest Commissioner

We wonder if the Commissioner knows
that it was our indisponsible Johnny
Walker who ate all his chocolates.
Comment:

You never had it so good!
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EXTRACTS FROM VJEEKLY REPORTS ON SPRING WARDEN TRAINING SCHOOLS 1934

"The Rumford meeting was much better than in
more on large fire planning. The use of the
have a working knowledge of mapping from the
a compass course and map reading."
Ken

the past.
I think we could have
plane was very good, We all should
air. Each man should he put through
Day - April 3

"The school at Waterville was like Old Home Week - meeting again the wardens from
up country and getting better acquainted, Because so much of this district borders
theirs it is most helpful to be familiar with their set-up and acquainted with the
personnel.
The skit on job training was pertinent and instructive^ The various opinions on
the use of hand tools was helpful. Am sorry that I cannot remember all we were
told but what I can will be most helpful on numerous occasions in the day-by-day
activities."
Howard Rowell - April 3
"The wardens' training school and meeting just finished on this date brings out
quite clear what the officials are doing to build up the fire program. The skits
were very good.., All speakers were "very mull enjoyed and understood. Demonstra
tion of hand tools very good - except loss of sleep to some - banquet and other
meals were fine.
Perhaps a few points are confusing but as time passes we will no doubt get every
thing straight.
If we didn't have a little argument or debate on certain points
we wouldn't be human. Over all, the meeting or school was well planned and well
put over."
Horace Remick - March 27
"Meetings seemed to go well and I think they are getting what they want.. The
skits go over good.
I think if they went on the very first thing it would loosen
them up so they would participate more,"
Robert Pendleton - April 10
"The forestry school his year was very good. Austin should get lots of credit
and praise for his time preparing the subjects."
Emery Lyons - April 10
"After being off the job for the winter I think the school is very nice, it more
or less brings one up to date and makes one think fires can occur again.
I think
that parts that can be done in skit form as one of the best ways of explanation.
The place this year seemed much better to me than any that I have attended yet,
a very good crowd attending^"
Charles Lumbert - April 3
"Many of the men expressed their opinion that the Rumford and ''aterville schools
were best held. This feeling was due to fact that with training comes interest.
Many of men have been exposed to previous training schools, are more familiar
now with subjects which is an influence to better discussion.
Skit form presenta
tion seems to hold better interest. Can bring out the do's and don'ts better.
Believe reviews each year of basic fundamentals of fire organization - sizing up
the job & planning the attack should be given - wardens weak in these functions on
real fires.
Industry men getting a better conception of what we are trying to do in prevention
and suppression work."
Robert Hutton - April 3

-3Spring Warden Training Schools Cont.
"At the training school we attended in Ellsworth we were asked to put into our
report how we had liked it. I was very glad that I had been able to attend for
it gave me an opportunity to get acquainted with some of the boys from the depart
ment which otherwise I would not have met. For instance, Mr. Nutting, Mr. Wilkins,
and Mr. Ilolt. I was also glad to be there the last day when the officers from
Dow Field told of having plane spotters in the towers as my tower was among the
ones mentioned. As a whole I enjoyed the school very much and appreciate the
hospitality we received at the Hancock House. To my way of thinking the meeting
was a great success and I will be looking forward to attending another year."
Willard Kelliher - May 1
Lead Mt. Watchman
"I think the meetings are improving each year- such as radio, weather 1 skits are a great help to all wardens.
I am looking forward to attending a board of
review which I hope won't be in my district although I will welcome one at any
time."
Ralph Bagley -i March 28
"I think that the general opinion of all who attended this spring's school was
that both old and new men were well rewarded for the strenuous efforts put into
the preparations of the schools by the Deputy Commissioner and Supervisors."
Stanley Drake - April 11
"The training school at Houlton this year was one of the most interesting that I
have attended. Meeting other forestry personnel was of great benefit as it gave
us a chance to talk over each other's problems and exchange ideas.
I would like
to see more skits also I would like to see fire wardens put on short skits of
incidents that have happened in their own districts and then have discussions."
Chester Goding - April 11
"The school was of interest in many ways, especially the skit of the duty of the
chief warden and the state district warden along with the schooling on forest fire
control map reading by John Walker.
The school being very educational to wardens of the forest service and men of
industry and think it would be a very good policy to have the tower men attend
school also as they are our key men in the Maine Forestry Districts with the eyes
that are first to detect most of the forest fires. Mr. George Sawyer claimed at
the banquet that the Marines could find everything but I don't think they can find
all of the lightning fires without a good towerman or watchman.
While attending the school had a chance to meet several of the key men from in
dustry and was pleased to get a chance to talk with them and feel that I will know
them and be more free to talk with them in regards to fire prevention work."
Harold Pelletier - April 13
"This year was my
these schools and
are continued.
I
become acquainted

fourth year attending training schools.
I have always enjoyed
have gathered many good ideas. I for one do hope these schools
also believe for a new man going on it is a wonderful way to
with all the boys."
Lloyd Rigby - April 10

Editor's Note — These comments were selected at random as typlifying the thinking
of the wardens on how the training schools affected them.

-4 HAND FOREST FIRE LINE CONSTRUCTION TRAINING FILM

On April 29, in the Eastern Corporation Camp Yard, at Beddington, a unique forest
fire training film was taken on how to construct a hand fire line.
This is
another progressive sbep in the preparation of training lumber and pulp camp crews
in constructing a fire line using specialized forest fire hand tools. The film
when edited will he shown at various private industry camps using both English and
French narration.
Co-sponsors of this project are the Maine Forest Service and
the Great Northern Paper Company.
Script for this film was prepared in two scenes
and explained as follows:
SCENE I
Setting:

Eastern Corporation camp yard near scene of the 1952 Beddington
fire (Twp.
35 , & 28)

Action:
(1) Fire waiden comes into camp and gees to one of the bunk
houses to bring out a crew of ten men for instruction on how
to use fire hand tools and dig a line.
(2) Men are led to a forest fire tool cache in the camp yard.
(3 ) Each man is issued a tool and lines up behind a log facing
the cameraman. A sign in both English and French is placed in
front of each tool.
(4) Instructor then takes each tool in turn from each member of
the crew and demonstrates how to properly use it and stresses
safety.
(5) Then crew under guidance of instructors digs a mock fire line.
SCENE II
Setting:

Eastern Corporation camp yard and hardwood slope in back of the
camp.

Action:
(1)

(2)

Fire warden comes running into camp and quickly gathers a 10man crew and assembles them around a tool cache.
Each man is quickly issued a tool, his name is taken down in
the time book by the Crew Boss, and is issued a button number
and also a red hard hat,

(3 ) The crew is then led by the Crew Boss up onto a hardwood slope
and the Line Locator or Crew Foreman immediately begins
spotting imaginary fire line. The crew then begins to grub
a fire line.
(4) Instructors then review the line constructed, pointing out
where errors were made and how to correct them.
NOTES
Cameramen - Joel Marsh of Maine Forest Service
Leo Thibodeau, Great Northern Paper Company
Training Team - Austin Wilkins, Maurice Bartlett, Glen Tingley, Robert
Pendleton.
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Training film cont
Six hundred feet of film were shot. A preview shows the film will serve a
useful purpose for training.
Some corrections will have to he made with inserts
and narration prepared. Reports regarding this film will he announced later.
The following men comprised the 10-man crew with a tool assigned to each:
Crew Boss - Line Locator - Spotting axe - Ralph Bagley
1 - Bush hook - Milton Anderson
2 - Forestry axe - Earle Williams
3 - Pulaski axe - Brud Davis
4 - Fire rake - Fred Holt
3 - Fire rake - Dave Grant
6 - Grub hoe - Gilbert Sprcul
7 - Fire shovel - Herman Harrington
8 - Back pump - Bill Wight
9 - Back pump - Harvey Saunders
10

Bert O'Neill
In spite of apparent
nervousness, Bert did
an excellent job in
demonstrating the use
of an axe.

- Shovel and pail - Horace Remick

Everett Grant
Everett sure knows how
to put out a fire using
the new swatter.

Lawrence St. Peter
A good demonstration and
Lawrence sure knows how
to "Parley vous Francois"
which is needed for good
contacts in northern
Maine.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUGUSTA RADIO DISPATCHER ON DUTY

7:00 A.M.

Call U.S.W.B., Boston, for Coded leather Report

Tel. E. Boston 74032
or 74200

7:03 A.M.

Decode message preparatory for broadcasting

7:13 A.M.

Broadcast Weather Report over Maine Forest Service - All cars and
Radio Network
stations

7:30 A.M.

Tel. Weather Report and Class Danger Day to W.A B.I.

Tel. Bangor 6373

7:35 A.M.

Tel. Class Danger Day for Northeast Airline Pilots

8:03 A.M.

Tel. Weather and Class Danger Day to Augusta State
Police Headquarters, Monday-Friday

Tel. Augusta 21331
Tel. Ext. 411
or 34361

8:10 A.M.

Tel. Weather and Class Danger Day to State Fish and
G-ame, Monday-Friday

Dial Ext. 237

8:13 A.M.

Tel. Weather and Class Danger Day to State Civil
Defense Headquarters, Monday-Friday

Dial Ext. 380

9:13 A.M.

Re-broadcast Weather Report over Maine Forest Service
Network

3:00 P.M.

Receive by radio over department network the daily
burning and build up indexes.

4:00 P.M.

Tel. Class Danger Day for today and prediction for
tomorrow for Class 3; 4, 3 only to W.A.B.I.-TV
Monday-Friday. Also give Friday extended forecast

4:30 P.M.

Prepare brief fire picture summary for Car 1 and Car 2

3:00 P.M.

Tel. Class Danger Day for today and prediction for
tomorrow for Class 3, 4, 3 only to WCSH-TV; MondayFriday

3:10 P.M.

Tel. Class Danger Day for today and prediction for
tomorrow for Class 3. 4, 3 only to WPMT-TV; MondayFriday

3:30 P.M.

Receive by radio over department network daily
weather codes.

3:35 P.M.

Tel. U.S.W.B., Boston, the 18 daily weather codes

All cars and
stations

Tel. Bangor 6446

Tel. Portland
4-1833

Tel. Portland
2 -8 3 2 7

Tel. E. Boston
74032 or 74200

(Note:
The Editor thought it might be of interest to you wardens in the field
to realize how the forest fire weather forecasts, class danger day, burning
index, and build up index information serve a useful purpose with other agencies.)

Sign noted by Deputy Forest Commissioner while inspecting Number Nine Lookout,
THROW NO CIGARETTES FROM TOWER

-7BURNING PEHIIT QUIZ
(Note: A novel experiment was tried out in a meeting called by Supervisor
Fred Holt for his state district wardens. A burning permit quiz was prepared
on the basis of many questions and misunderstandings on the burning permit law.
The purpose was twofold (l) to test their knowledge of the law and (2) to pre
pare in question form some of the misinterpretations.
Each state district warden was required to take 10 minutes to read the burning
permit law. Copies of the quiz were then issued and time allowed for answering
the questions.
Then in rotation, depending upon the number of questions, each
man was asked to read the question and give his answer. Much benefit came from
this and it will be the basis for similar quizzes for town warden meetings.
It is suggested that some of you wardens take the test and see how well you make
out,)

1.

What is the statute reference of the state burning permit law?

2.

Who has the authority to issue permits?

3.

Can this authority be delegated?

4.

By what procedure can a deputy town warden issue permits?

5.

What is the penalty for violation of this law?

6.

Name some exceptions of burning which this law does not cover.

7.

How long a period should permits be issued?
cation.

8.

What are some of the precautionary measures you should consider before
issuing a permit?

9.

Problem. A man has a permit for a control blueberry burn of 13 acres,
but the fire escapes and burns an additional 10 acres. What should be
the acreage shown on the fire report?

State your idea of a classifi

10.

Why is burning after 4:00 P.M. recommended by the department on a Class 3,
4, or 3 Danger Day?

11.

Why is the decision of the state or town warden to accept payment of
suppression costs in lieu of fine or jail sentence considered illegal?

12.

Who has the authority to make such a decision?

13.

Does possession of a permit exempt a person from damages to another should
the control burn escape?

14.

State in your own words your procedure and action as state or town warden
in handling outstanding burning permits and issuing new permits when a
Governor's woods ban is declared.

13.

State your procedure and action when you are notified that the ban has been
lifted.
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16.

Why is it so important for town wardens to notify watchmen of sizeable
burning jobs to be done on specific days?
(Is this done in your district?)

17.

Is a burning permit required to set a back fire?

18.

Why is weather and class danger day a factor in issuing permits?

19.

State briefly your procedure in preparing and serving a warrant for
prosecution of burning without a permit.

20.

What are some of the considerations when reviewing a case with the judge
prior to the hearing or preparation of a warrant?

21.

From your experience what has been the minimum and maximum fine levied
by a judge?

22.

Who issues permits on State Parks?

23.

Can a state district or state seasonal warden issue burning permits in
the M.F.D?

24.

Can chief wardens or patrolmen issue burning permits in the organized towns?

25.

Is a permit necessary to burn on the owner's own property?

If so, why?

Our famous Assistant Fire Chief, Austin Wilkins, will always be remembered for
these remarks:
"Remember you're on duty 48 hours per day" - "That's S.O.P."
(Standard Operation Procedure).
Some people call him "Professor." Recently he has been on television several
times and one of his admirers 'phoned into the office after a broadcast.
She
stated, "Austin, you were just lusciousJ"
Comment:

We are fortunate to have such T.V. talent in the Maine Forest Service.

-9UNIVERSITY OF MAINE HOT-SHOT CREW BOSSES AND POWER PUMP OPERATORS
Stillwater Fire 3/20/34
You will recall at the spring warden training schools that the training plan
of awarding "certificates of completion" was presented. We are pleased to
announce that 13 University of Maine students were qualified as crew bosses and 3
as pump operators.
It might be of interest to explain how these men were quali
fied.
The Maine Forest Service inspection team was made up of Willard Wight,
Eastern Division Supervisor, and Austin H. Wilkins, Deputy Forest Commissioner.
Associate Professor Arthur Randall had been training his "hot shot" crews for
just this occasion. On the evening of May 20 the crews were taken out to the
Stillwater Forest. As though under actual fire conditions, crew bosses were given
their assignments and then took their crews out to the fire line. Each man was
issued a hand tool, M s full name was taken down in the Crew Boss Time Book and a
button and number assigned. An excellent fire line was grubbed around an imagi
nary fire. The fire line was marked out with white lima. The area was in a
mixed softwood growth and the conditions as realistic as possible. A line was run
from the nearby brook and the pump crew did an excellent job in quickly estab
lishing water on the fire line recently constructed by the hand digging crew.
The exercise continued into the evening demonstrating how night fire fighting
could be carried on by use of headlights and lanterns. The crews also wore the
red "hot shot" hard hats.
The observer's team was made up of Professor R, 1. Ashman, Gregory Baker,
Henry Plummer, and Roger Taylor.
When the exercise was over, the crews gathered around a prepared camp fire
and the instruction team of Wight and Wilkins quizzed each man and asked perti
nent questions why certain actions were taken. Upon completion of questions,
comments, and observations, certificates were then issued to each man, duly
signed and stamped with the State of Maine seal.
1.
2.
3.
4.
3.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
13.
16.
17.
18.

Warren L. Peterson
Charles <1, Saboites
Harry L. Dyer
Harry 0. Yates
John A. Combes
Robert Hosking
James D. Graham
John P. Nolan
Richard W. Groff
Edward G. Seufert
John D. Steffens
Clyde B. Hodgkins
Clayton M. Carl
Carlton T. Chapman
Neil W, McGowen
Philip C. Bowman
William H. German
William F. Yanidestine

Crew Boss
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Honorary
Martha Anne Burrow, Radio Dispatcher
Mary Elizabeth Donnell "
"

Pump Operator
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t!
Crew Boss
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Pump Operator
Crew Boss
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M
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This should be an incentive to our own Maine Forest Service wardens to start
a similar training program in qualifying men as crew bosses, sector bosses, pump
operators, scouts, etc. A word of caution. No certificate should be issued to a
man qualified until it has been sent in to the Augusta office for tho official
state seal and an assigned number to the card.

10A POETIC POT-SHOT AT STARTERS OF FIRES
(As taken from Portland Press Herald 4/3/34)
Editor of the Press Herald:
I have just read your editorial "Comes The Spring— And the Danger Of Fires."
It is correct and to the point and a lot of our Maine people would rest a whole
lot easier if those "careless and thoughtless people" you mention would men
their ways.
I've had plenty of experience with them and here's what I think of
some of them?
What in Blazes?
Oh, how I dread that stupid ass
Who's always setting fire to grass;
All through the year, he never tires,
He's always at it,— setting fires.
He'll take his matches and he'll go
Out to some spot where high winds blow,
And when they blow from him to me,
He starts his blaze in hellish glee.
I can forgive a crook who cracks
A safe or cheats on income tax,
And those who swindle, cheat and lie,—
Forgive them all, but not this guy
Who's starting fires for no one's good
And scares the whole darned neighborhood.
Oh, we all hate that half-baked ass
Who's always setting fire to grass.
George S. Brown
Brunswick

The birds sure love Earl Crabb and his plane.
One morning after Earl took off
from Maranacook Lake for Rangeley, he suddenly smelled burning straw. During the
night, swallows had built a nest under the cowling. Earl got back safely.
The same thing happened later with Charlie Coe's plane.
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REDUCTION OF FOREST FIRE HAZARDS THROUCH SELECTIVE CUTTING
(Editor's Note: - Our Farm Service Foresters can and do contribute much towards
promoting better cutting practices and at the same time bring about a reduction
of forest fire hazards. At the spring warden training schools Supervisor Bob
Dinneen designated a farm service forester to speak at each training session.
Bob Umberger at the Waterville school presented 11 points that selective cutting
does to reduce forest fire danger over clear cutting. These are printed here
for the benefit of our forest fire wardens and all others.)
1.

Clear cutting leaves 60% more slash on the ground and is more con
centrated.

2.

In general, selective cutting has better utilization of waste, such
as pulp wood being removed from tops. This reduces heavy fuel that
would otherwise be left in the woodlot.

3.

Selective cutting stresses lower slash over the area.
the rotting of the slash.

4.

Selective cutting leaves partial shade which in turn gives a higher
fuel moisture for the area.
(F.M. is a basic factor as to whether a
fire will start or not.)

3.

Because of the residual stand of trees left on a selective cutting
there is less wind velocity in the woodlot. This lowers the moisture
evaporation rate.

6.

Heavy fuel, such as dead trees and snags, are cut during selective
cutting. This gives them a chance to start rotting and saves time
used to cut them if a fire did start.

7.

-A managed woodlot has permanent road systems maintained to make any
fire on the woodlot accessible.

8.

Sources of water, such as waterholes, are developed and maintained.

9.

Fire lines are made before the fire.
out.

This quickens

These are always kept brushed

10.

Pruning on a managed woodlot reduces the tendency of a ground fire to
crown.

11.

Should a fire start on a managed woodlot, there is a lot less chance
of permanent damage to the forest soil than there would be on a clearcut woodlot.
The heavy fuels left after clear cutting make a hotter
fire causing a deeper penetrating burn.

Actually overheard conversation:
Party meeting Ira Gould for first time - "'''here are you stationed?" 'I am si
K. 1. (Katahdin Iron Works).'' "Do you know Suzie Sousi?" "Oh yes, I don't
work under her.
I work under Hutch HcPheters."

-12MAINE'S WOMAN TONER WATCHMAN

Mrs. Marjorie Sewell of Montville is planning a quiet spring and summer —
far from the maddening crowd,
And in all probability her plans will work out just that way— for Mrs.
Sewell will be a full-time fire warden on Frye Mountain Tower during the forest
fire season.
Her job? To spot forest fires from a lofty lookout tower, plot their
approximate location, and in cooperation with other "towermen" notify forestry
firefighters of the exact location and probable extend of the dangerous, or incipiently dangerous "smudges."
Mrs. Sewell will be one among a hundred —

the rest all being men.

The woman watchman first became interested in forestry activities when her
brother, Kenneth, who died a few years ago, worked for the Maine Forest Service.
Last year her interest revived when her son Richard became Frye Mt. watchman.
But last fall Dick returned to Bard College in New York. That was when Mrs.
Sewell took over,
During the remainder of the fire season,, say forest officials, the Maine
Forest Service became aware that up on Frye Mt. the new watchman was doing an
amazing job. They found out too that in the country surrounding Montville Mrs.
Sewell knew every tote road, every stream, every tree.
They noticed some things that were to be expected of a woman. The fire
tower and the cabin nearby sparkled neatly. Mrs. Sewell had painted the in
teriors.
Other things they saw were less expected. Mrs. Sewell had cut firewood
for the cabin stove.
She made repairs to both buildings.
She cut brush along
the trails and telephone lines. All this she did last fall.
T M s spring Mrs. Sewell looks forward to the three-mile hike uphill from the
main road to the camp,
It will be necessary because of muddy roads. But in the
summer she will be able to drive all the way to the tower.
In the Frye Mt. tower the woman watchman also runs a fire danger station.
Throughout the state are scattered 43 more of these. From their reports wardens
know the ignition tendencies of various forest materials. From the reports the
wardens also know whether fire brands will start slow or fast-burning fires.
Thus they can classify the relative fire danger of any day and express it as
Class 1, Class 2, and so forth, up to Class 3 — Very Dangerous.
Near the Frye Mt. tower is a public picnic site where there are four tables.
Mrs. Sewell takes care of this too. Anyone visiting this area this summer will
find Mrs. Sewell as well-versed on woods lore as she is on her job as one of
Maine's 100 fire watchmen.
Editor's note. The above article appeared in the Kennebec Journal, April 6, 1934
after Marjorie attended the forest fire warden training school at Waterville
April 2, 3: 4, as a result of an interview with a reporter. Marjorie, as she
prefers to be called, is doing an excellent job.

-13EXTRACTS FROM WEEKLY REPORTS
"Snowshoes needed hadly."
Vaughn Thornton - April 4
"We went 3 miles with jeep on Cuxabexis telephone line. Fan belt broke so had to
walk out 13 miles back to headquarters (we) patrolman Carroll, Merrill, and
Gagnon."
Oscar Gagnon - April 13
"702 did a good job dropping supplies on Moxie Bald. Only damage was 3 potatoes
mashed, but saved 6 days of hard packing."
Isaac Harris - May 24.
"Sent Kneeland and Peters to Seboomook to clean up 7 Mi. campsite, also Seboomook
campsite.
I painted on hand tools. Getting so I wake up in the night seeing
green and orange stripes."
Vaughn Thornton - May 23
"We all went into Trout Mt. to pack up supplies and new radio battery. A full
day - well spent - and I know Bert was glad for our help. Packing supplies over
that trail separates the men from the boys - reckon we were all men - we all got
back alive!
In tower again before 9 A.M. All quiet - quite warm. Legs a bit sore - take a
while to limber up."
Donald K. Smith - May 16
"Fire at Medway in S.W. l/4, WELS, on Powersville Road - cause unknown - was
reported by May Mt. tower, fire burned over 4 A. of mixed fir and spruce, was
handled by our deputy warden, Mr. Fiske, as all telephones were out of order and
we never received word of the fire until it was brought under control.
I spent
1 hour checking fire after patrol had ceased and quite some time trying to deter
mine the cause but could not find out anything except that it did start.
If fire
had not been brought under control when it was it could have done considerable
property damage."
Lloyd Rigby - May 2
"Paul Chamberlain intends to hook G.N.P. camp at Goddard Brook onto his tel. line.
They have better than 100 men working and full complement of tools, Guerrette
contractor, Sutherland G.N.P. supervisor. Radio installed at camp has contact
with Ashland office."
Robert Pendleton - May 23
"I assigned Patrolman Libby and Junkins to assist the party searching the woods
and lake for lost McConnel boy, May 27. They located the boy about three miles
from camp on the way up river, fed and warmed him up, and had the youngster with
them when they met the searching party. I believe the general public feel our
help in this case saved the boy's life as he had been lost more than 24 hours
when they found him and was only four and a half years of age. About all the
party were engaged in draggin operations when Libby and Junkins found the
youngster."
Harold Weeks - May 29
Editor's Note:
Our congratulations and sincere appreciation to Patrolmen Libby and Junkins in
successfully locating the McConnel lost boy and possibly saving his life. Our
thanks also to Harold Weeks in dispatching these two men to aid in the search and
master minding where to hunt for the boy.
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Extracts from Weekly Reports Cont.
"Contacted I.P. Bosses to hold fire training school in camps in the near future.
Seen the Priest of different towns along the Boundary to have them announce in
church for woodsmen and travellers to he extra careful for fires during fire
season,"
Lionel Caron - May 16
"All our hack tanks and 1—l/2" hose now have this year's mark plus some smaller
tools."
Charles Humbert - May 23
"Monday night attended meeting of Bangeley Fire Department at Oqucssoc. Tuesday
fire training.
In afternoon joint training with Deal River District, Rangeley
and Stratton High School, total 30 hoys. Very successful, think the hoys got
a lot out of it."
Kenneth Hinkley - May 24
"Saturday evening about 8:30 I was down on West Ragged Stream - heard a couple
of bear quarreling - cased up wind toward the sound - got within 73 feet before
one of them saw me. After they left I went over and found the head, neck, and
one front shoulder of a small doe - rest was gone. Must take an "iron man" down
and put him to work. Too many bear."
Donald K. Smith - May 30
"Use of canoe and motor for Lobster Lake too risky in a blow.
Issued memorandum
to all chief wardens making it mandatory to carry one life jacket per person who
are carried by our boats or canoes."
Robert Hutton - May 31

ADA - Ken Day's net/ 1 own mower.
She has worked out particularly well during the
rainy season. Tall grass causes no difficulty as the mower is automatically
adjustable from l/2" to 6'.
Comment:

Only someone from the Maine Forest Service would think of this
unique strategy!
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Editor's Note: With Forest Commissioner A. D. Nutting's permission the following
letter is printed.
Patten
March 21, 1$54

Mr. A. D. Nutting
Forest Commissioner
Augusta, Maine
Dear Albert:
I received notice of your meeting in Houlton and the invite to attend it.
Thanks a lot.
Albert, it will be impossible for me to attend as much as I would enjoy
seeing all of you as I have been very bad all winter. Since first of October
had arthritis then plebitus set in, 6 weeks ago I got the shingles and am not
over them yet. Do not know when I would be able to get out any but am sorry
to miss it.
Hope this will be a good year all around.
Please give my best regards to every one.
I am past 80 years old.

Hope to make 100.
Respectfully yours,
John E. Mitchell

B o x 117, Patten, Maine

Many of the older wardens will appreciate and remember former chief warden
John E. Mitchell, who for many years served with the department with headquarters
at Patten.

A question in the game warden's examination was: What is a cant dog? One
bright young man said, "A cant dog is a dog that cant follow a cold tre.il."
Another (brighter) young man said, "A cant dog is an instrument of torchor
used by the anchant Maineiack to roll up huge piles of logs. For the purpose of
making Millionairs out of j i l - p o k e s . " _.
.
__ ^

-
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SAFETY DRIVING

S I N G

" H I L E

Y O U

D R I V E

AT 20 MILES PER HOUR SING
Highways are Happy Ways
AT 33 MILES SING
I'm but a Stranger Here
Heaven is my Home
AT 43 MILES SING
Nearer My God to Theei
AT 35 MILES SING
When The Roll is Called Up
Yonder I'll be There
AT 65 MILES SING
Lord I'm Coming Home
D R I V E

C A R E F U L L Y

Japanese Highway Warning - This picture was made from a negative sent home by Pfc.
Carleton Libby to his father, Oxford County Deputy Sheriff Earle Libby, East Stoneham. The safe driving sign is placed in Camp Otsu, near Keyto, Japan, where Carleton is serving with the U. S. Marines. At present he is a fire team leader.

Since last July, Joel Marsh has travelled
over 13,000 miles for the apartment. Last
week, after returning from northern Maine
the steering wheel of his car broke as he
was turning into his driveway.
Lucky this did not happen on the open road.
Guess his number was not up. A good lesson
for all of us.
It pays to always drive
carefully.

Safety Driving
All Maine Forest Service warden personnel is urged to cooperate by observing
the state speed laws, be courteous when road driving, and consider yourselves as
active members of the Governor's Safety Committee. There have been no fatal ac
cidents and we sincerely hope none will occur. Your clearly marked trucks with
"Forest Fire Patrol" and "Maine Forest Service" signs should make you doubly care
ful as the public can easily and quickly identify you. Demonstrate good driving
by using caution and care.
Remember — "'lien a car is going over 70, you're not driving it - you're aiming it

!)
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P A T S

----to Paul Chamberlain for being on the ball.
Telephone lines on Route l6'l and. 162 in A-l condition.
Trucks are in A.-1 condition.
Tool caches ready to be distributed to each deputy warden.
----to Stan Drake for work on maps and putting on new information.
----to Lionel Caron for contacts with Canadian fire wardens arranging
for list of personnel and fire equipment.
(Good start, Lionel, as new chief warden in Upper St. John District).
----to Stan Greenlaw and all other wardens who are remarking their hand
tools and equipment according to the new adopted base division
and chief warden district color markings.
----to Al Willis for an excellent job in setting up the miniature winter
pulpwood exhibit aL the Farmington Sportsman Show.
— ,— to Howard Rowell for having available in his trunk some pads of burning
permits to supply a town warden from West Gardiner while attending
a Kennebec County Keep Maine Green meeting at Kents Hill.
(How many
other wardens carry blank permits in their trucks? You are on the
ball, Howard.)
----to Fred Holt and Joel Marsh for an excellent job in putting on their
Chief Warden and State District Warden skit at the Warden Training
Schools.
----to Bob Lawrence for a good, comprehensive review of the Waterville
training school in his weekly report,
---- to Waldo Clark as first district to conduct a board of reivew of the
April 28 South Liberty fire,
----to Leland King for acting immediately on a constructive criticism per
taining to his hand tools.
----to Charlie Bragdon, of Opportunity Lookout, for pin-pointing a barn fire
near Gulf Stream and notifying Lewiston Fire Department-- RESULT: House
saved.
----to Entomology and cooperating fire wardens on Gypsy Moth spraying job.
----to Bluehill Bill as reported by Radio Engineer Arthur Evans, for a
"perfect radio log and equipment neat and clean".
----to Ike Harris in moving out fast on a fire call to Bingham.
(Good ger-away time, Ike.)
----to Lawrence St. Peter for an excellent job in demonstrating fire hand
tools and translating some French signs at the Houlton warden training
school.
(NOTE:

Let's hear more from you wardens.
this side clear.)

No slaps - good record; let's keep

-
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LIBERTY FIRE BOARD OF REVIEW
On April 28, the town warden of Liberty issued a burning permit for the day
to burn piled slash. The slash resulted from clearing about one acre of land for
a gravel pit. The burning index had been 35 on Sunday, April 25; 85 on Monday; 80
on Tuesday; 75 on Wednesday. The town warden was not aware of the index at the
time of issuing the permit.
The burning was done without incident. Checking of the smoke by watchmen
determined only that it was a permitted fire. The next morning, Thursday, the
fire was checked and declared out by the landowner. About noon or shortly there
after the smoke was observed to be getting into woods growth by the watchmen over
looking the area. About the same time (1:40 P,M.) local woodsman went to nearby
Cole's store and reported the fire was out of control to the Liberty fire depart
ment. Time of discovery and report, other than the time of the woodsman's report
given above, was not recorded by watchmen or state wardens.
The town warden arrived at the fire shortly after 2 P.M. and found 15-^20 men
on the fire. Most of these were on the up wind side of the fire and the head had
gotten away from them and jumped across the road to the southeast. Fire Covered
about two acres at this time. B y nightfall 50-60 men were on the fire and it had
burned over about 100 acres of slash and softwood growth.
Friday morning, State Warden Stephenson, whose area the fire occurred in, had
to attend a court case and he left with the fire looking good except for hot
stumps around edge. This was about 9 A.M. State Warden King and the local store
owner Cole felt the f-.re was safe at 11:45. King picked up hose and pump and left.
At 12:45 the fire was reported to have picked up by Mountain Hill tower# Two men,
who were left on patrol and who were near the spot that broke out^ were unable to
hold this fire and another 100 acres were burned that afternoon. The burning
index was 140. The fire was knocked down and worked on until late that night. No
further outbreak of consequence developed on this fire.

Some explanation is needed to clarify the difficulty of tying down specific
smokes in this area.
Blueberry burning is at its height at this time of year. As many as 35
smokes have been sighted at one time from towers in this area. For the most part
town wardens notify lookouts of major burning jobs and where they will be done.
Watchmen are familiar with many of the spots to be burned. The smoke pattern
which develops is quite regular and checking may not be done unless dark smoke
begins to show. One watchman may ask for a cross shot on a heavy smoke at - say
100° and about 10 miles distance. The watchman assisting in the neighboring tower
takes a bearing on what he believes to be the smoke in question. With several
smokes in the same general area it has often been found that each is talking about
two entirely different fires, the cross-bearings giving a third spot where no fire
exists at all.
When blueberry burning is done, oftentimes unburned areas are burned out the
following day. Smoke showing up under this condition is not unusual. When the
watchman checked with the town warden on Wednesday on this burn it evidently was
not established that the permit was issued for brush burning because on Thursday
when the smoke began to rise in the previous day's burn no significance was at
tached to it. It was not until some time later, when much dark smoke appeared that
it was reported as a fire out of control. It is assumed then that the fire had
been going some time and if it had been established that no smoke should have
appeared on Thursday, the discovery of uncontrolled fire would have been much
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Whether elapsed time from time of discovery to time of arrival at the fire was
good or not was not established as both wardens and watchmen failed to record any
time.
Following
fire should be
by nightfall.
and methods to

arrival of the town warden at the fire, the decision as to where the
held and by how many men was made and the goal achieved fairly well
Again when the fire took off on Friday decisions on lines to hold
be used proved correct.

Much water was available and portable pumps were set up and moved often to
thoroughly wash out the edge of the fire. Hand tools were used to a certain extent
for digging out hot spots. Tank trucks were brought to the area but were not too
effective, except close by the roads, because of ground conditions. Fire was con
fined mostly to slash areas and low growing softwood stands.
Lack of good information on access to the head of the fire and location of hot
spots was some hindrance to *che wardens. A plane flight on Friday P.M. assisted
in this respect.
Traffic also caused difficulty because of the road conditions.
assisted in this regard.

State Police

Although town and state wardens were in agreement on what needed to be done,
confusion did exist in calling for aid. In other words, all requests were not
entirely coordinated between these two men at some points during the fire. This
occurred on Thursday afternoon when both agreed they needed "all the help you can
get".
A review of this fire was held at the Jefferson storehouse on May 8, 1954.
All personnel of District 4 attended; District Warden Howard Rowell, Seasonal
Warden Manley Nelson, Watchman George Ellis, all of District 3l Supervisor Holt,
and Deputy Commissioner Wilkins also attended.
The discussion brought out tho following points for emphasis:
1.

Burning permits should be issued for a specific day only.

2.

Town wardens need earlier warning of the build up of burning index.

3. Need for more thorough check by watchmen with town warden as to type of
burning to be done.
4. Requests for aid must be coordinated between town and state wardens. If
the town warden is to be the warden in charge, even though the state warden has
authority to call additional help, clearance from the town warden should be ob
tained before calling.
This applies in reverse if the state warden is the warden
in charge of the fire.
Requests for "all the helpyou can get" should not be given.
If such requests are made to watchmen, the watchman should be careful to call
attention to the fact it is the warden's responsibility to specify who and what he
wants where and where. The watchman should understand he is the dispatcher only
at the time of initial reporting to the town warden. Even here it is the town
warden's responsibility to determine how many men and what equipment will be sent.
It is recognized, of course, that when the watchman reports the fire to the town
warden he may be asked
for, and if so should give,his opinion on the size and in
tensity of fire. As soon as a town or state warden is at the scene of the fire he
should be recognized as the dispatcher.
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5. Earlier and more thorough scouting is needed. Town wardens should know
local men familiar with each part of their town who can assist in this job. Per
sons with knowledge of fire behavior must be sent with such local people if the
local person is not familiar with fire fighting methods.

6 . Town wardens and especially state wardens must use great care in pulling
men and equipment off the fire too soon. Judging a fire by its appearance before
noon is difficult and on a fire of this size is dangerous unless an especially good
fire line has been established around the entire perimeter. Even then the liklihood of spot fires occurring, under the conditions existing here the previous day,
are good.

ENTOMOLOGY
The gypsy moth spray project has been brought to a successful end with the
spraying by plane of 27,590 acres in 102 separate areas.
Starting at Mousam Lake
in Shapleigh and ending in Vienna, it was the largest spray project of its kind in
Maine. All winter entomologists of the Maine Forest Service were mapping infested
areas in the field where heL.p had been requested. Bids lore put out and the L. F.
Reynolds Co. of Candor^ N. J. was low bidder.
Areas were marked with high poles and markers placed on trees so pilots would
know boundaries^ and all hazxard areas were similarly marked^ Spray deposit cards
were placed in all areas to be sprayed so as to check the actual amount of spray
coming down. Where cards failed to show the proper number of tiny specks left by
the spray the area was r esprayed. The placing and collecting of thousands of these
cards wrs a tremendous undertaking. Radio contact between the airfields and men in
the field was constantly kept. The most pleading phase of the entire project was
the splendid support by the public and towns in raising funde to pay for their part
of the project and the invaluable help given by forest insect rangers, fire wardens,
farm foresters, Fish and Game wardens, and many private individuals. This project
was supervised by R. W. Nash and
L, Freeman of the Maine Forest Service with
assistance from Norman McFall of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
The spruce budworm control spray project was started in the evening of June
14 and was completed at 6:30 A.M., June 17. Six planes Tore used in spraying a
little over 20,000 acres. Work was under the supervision of R. N. Nash with Stan
Hood from the entomology division and William Waters from the U.S.D.it., each
handling certain phases. Here again extremely fine cooperation from landowners,
fire wardens, and employed personnel helped make the project run smoothly. Larry
Freeman, together with rangers Holmes and Manning assisted in this project.
Ranger Harold Bullock is assisting in some black fly control experimental
spraying at the Baxter State Park.
Carlton Merrill is the new insect ranger in the Rangeley-Dead River region.

An obstacle is the thing that always shows up when you take your eyes off the
goal.
CLEAR AS MUDJ Roswell, N.B. (AP). The motion was too much for Alderman M. L. Nor
ton. After three tries he asked the city clerk to read it from the books.
It went
like this:
"I move that the paid unapproved bills be approved and that unpaid un
approved bills be approved and be paid now or as funds become available."

-
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WHAT MAKES IT RAIN?
Condensed from The Christian Science Monitor
Saville R. Davis
More Nonsense is talked about the weather than about any other topic.
story, then, must be nonsense? Or is it?

This

The man in the witness chair is Dr. E. G. Bowen. He is not a meteorologist,
but a physicist with an international reputation in quite another field - microwaves. He became interested in what is hopefully called "rain-making," and he
found out some things.
Dr. Bowen is prepared to tell you precisely when to look for the next
really heavy rain or snow storms. He won't tell you where they will hit —
will fall wherever there are clouds ready to yield them at that time.

they

Last August Dr. Bowen was working in the Australian Government's radiophysics laboratory in Sydney, of which he is director. While investigating
rainfall he noticed that the figures for Sydney from 1902 to 1944 showed ex
ceptionally heavy downpours on identical dates every six to ei#it years or so.
For example, in January there was a really heavy fall every six to eight years
on the 12th or 13t.h. Also on the 22nd or 23rd. Also around the list. And on
some 18 or 20 other fixed dates throughout the year.
Did this mean anything?
Dr. Bowen checked back another 50 years.

Same peaks of rain, same dates.

How about other continents? Figures came in from South Africa, Chile,
Britain, the U.S^A. — 50-year records. On Dr. Bowen's charts appeared, one by
one, the same dates, the same peaks, for all these countries.
This was odd. The weather pattern travels around the earth at several
hundred miles a day, You'd expect any disturbances to follow a slow time path
from one continent to another.
It wasn't so. Though they hit different parts of the earth's surface in
different years, these big downfalls were pouring out of the clouds on the same
special days of the year, all around the globe.
It was time to draw some conclusions. These effects, Dr. Bowen reasoned,
could not be due to any terrestrial cause. They must, then, be due to some
outside factor which recurs on the same days of the year and so is linked to the
earth's orbit around the sun. This eliminated such things as sunspots, perturba
tions of the moon's orbit and conjunctions, whose occurrence is not related to
the earth's orbit.
There was only one other possibility Dr. Bowen could turn up — meteor
showers. He assembled the dates when the earth regularly traverses paths of
meteor dust, and compared them with his charts. The dates fell just 30 days
before the peaks in rainfall. The correlation was too clear and too extensive
for coincidence.
Meteor showers are inert dust, the remains of the trails of expired comets.
The particles range from the size of marbles down to the finest dust. They are
made up mostly of silicon dioxide (sand) and iron oxide (speaking loosely, rust).
The dust trails are always found in the same places because of the laws
which hold this universe together. The earth passes through them on the same
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days each year.
At this point, evidence goes to work on a theory.
When the dust meets the earth's atmosphere, some 50 or 60 miles aloft, the
bigger particles have enough energy to burn themselves up from friction. We see
them as streaks in the sky, as "shooting stars.'' The finer particles, however,
don't have enough energy to burn, and they sift down through the thickening air.
At many places over the surface of the earth they find no clouds, or clouds
which hold little moisture, and they pass with no effect. But there will be
places where the cloud systems have piled up 40,000 to 50,000 feet, gorged with
water vapor and ripe for "seeding." The meteor dust would appear to act in much
the same manner as the silver-iodide crystals sown from airplanes by artificial
rainmakers:
the crystals trigger the process of converting water vapor in the
clouds to snow or rain, and the process then continues by itself,
Obviously all this doesn't mean you ca.n look at your dates for meteor
showers and predict rain. All you can say is that, if further study bears out
Dr. Bowen*s conclusions, your area can expect heavy rain or snow on certain
dates — when cloud conditions are favorable.
Taken from READER'S DIGEST

NEW PUBLIC RBALTIONS MEDIUM
The Maine Forest Service has received excellent cooperation in forest fire
control work from the press, radio, and general public. Now television comes in
to the picture.
It is another fine medium of contacting and educating the pub
lic. This spring, the following made appearances on television:
Joel Marsh

Smokey Bear

WCSH-TV Portland

A. D. Nutting

Civil Defense
Advisory Council with
Governor Cross

WCSH-TV Portland

Austin Wilkins

Explanation of Class Danger
Day and Burning Index

WCSH-TV Portland
WPMT-TV Portland
WABI-TV Bangor

Joel Marsh
Austin Wilkins
A. D. Nutting

Panel Discussion on Maine
Forest Service Activities

WCSH-TV Portland

Films were taken of the gypsy moth and spruce budworm aerial spray projects and
pictures taken of the Class Danger Day Meter Board. These will be used on tele
vision.
In addition, Forest Commissioner A. D. Nutting and Deputy Commissioner Austin
Wilkins made tape recordings which were broadcast over radio station WFAU in
Augusta.
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DOODIINCS
Picked up at last spring warden training sessions
Editor's Note:

If any wardens have an urge to draw sketches, send them in and we
will print them.
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Lightning Strikes i ^ L
During the week of June 1, two lightning hits severely damaged radio equipment
on Bigelow and Boundary Bald towers.
(1)

On June 2 there was a direct lightning hit on the Boundary Bald
tower cat). The corner post was charred and the radio pack set
severely damaged at an estimated loss of $400. Fortunately,
rain coming through the shattered window put out the fire.
Watchman discovered damage next morning.

(2)

On June 5 at about 5:00 P.M. there was a lightning hit near
Bigelow tower. Both telephone and radio were put out of com
mission. Watchman reported hit and damage next day.

Editor's Note - Steps are now being taken to properly ground tower radio sets as
soon as possible. As a safety factor, watchmen are urged to disconnect the
antenna from the pack sets.

News Fla.sht

Kathy, our former radio dispatcher, reports birth of twins - "Cindy
Lou and Susan Lee". Mother and twins doing well. Congratulations,
Kathy.

Not enough showers in Maine during May - so office girls gave a personal
shower to Olive Corson who terminated her employment with the Maine Forest Service
on May 28.
Party was held at the home of Lillian TschamLer, with all girls present and
including Olive's mother and her Auntie Grace, from Madison. Olive was presented
with a bathinette which was assembled by Olive with the help of the other mothers
present — amid much laughter.

Arthur Evans reports a new remote radio control invention — "Blow horn first!'
before starting radio.
(This was the experience of Walla.ce Townsend)

The subject of uniforms with conclusions reached and action taken is presented
in a separate mimeographed form. Wardens are urged to read instructions carefully
and to join in purchasing some or all of the items of clothing, toward establish
ing a force of uniformed forest fire wardens.

cjal__nttenti 0n on Radio Traffic. The Augusta radio dispatcher is normally off
duty between 12:00 noon and 1:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday. Only emergency
traffic should oe sent to Augusta during that time. This will save yourself and
radio time.
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